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Introduction
BRaCkEN Hall - a COMMITTED TEaM

Bracken Hall is a refreshingly up-front, transparent, project 

sales and marketing agency that partners with reliable, proven 

developers and list projects that are of the highest quality, 

design and construction.

through our connection to the local owner occupier market, 

and our commitment from start to finish, Bracken Hall is your 

complete retail solution.

since 1998, our team has built an unrivalled reputation selling 

and marketing projects all over melbourne. From the first home 

buyer in Fitzroy, to the elite down-sizer in Brighton, to higher 

density projects in the city and south east, Bracken Hall knows 

how to communicate, interact and sell to all segments of the 

market.

In addition to our experience our hard earned reputation for 

persevering until the last apartment is sold is truly unmatched. 

In short, we don’t simply sell the low hanging fruit, we work 

hard until the very last property is sold.
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Our success at Bracken Hall is based on a number of  principles:

lOCal kNOWlEDGE

We understand the local market and buyer behaviour better 

than anyone.

SElECTED PaRTNERSHIPS

We carefully select a limited number of projects for greater 

focus and attention to detail.

NO CONFlICTS

We do not on engage competing projects.

EXPERIENCE SEllS

either one or both directors will be selling your project.

PaSSION

We treat every development like our own, with passion, pride 

and respect.

COllaBORaTION

collaborative partnerships drive us.

COMMUNICaTION

open, concise and unambiguous.

COMPlETION & CONVERSION

We see your project through, right to the last sale, leaving  

no opportunity wasted.

Why  
Bracken Hall?
DEVElOPERS PREFER OUR aPPROaCH.
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MaTT BRaCkEN - Director

Since 1998, Matt has been delivering exceptional sales 

results for some of australia’s most trusted developers. 

Matt’s extensive experience ranges from the sell-out of 

medium to high-density apartment projects in the CBD 

and surrounds, to luxury suburban boutique projects in 

Melbourne’s inner suburbs.

matt is currently managing several of melbourne’s highest 

profile off the plan projects for some of australia’s most 

respected developers: cBus property, cedar Woods and lend 

lease, to name a few.

“I am a straight talking, honest and hard working agent with 

vast experience setting up projects, launching and selling out 

completed projects.

I feel I have seen a few market cycles and my experience 

means I know how to close to all segments including the 

nervous first home buyer, to the demanding down sizer.

Buyers trust me, and developers appreciate my honesty and 

commitment to a project.”

YOUR SENIOR TEaM FROM STaRT TO FINISH

Key Personnel

CaREER PROjECT HIGHlIGHTS:

Volaire, West melbourne – 90 apt

249Qp, Fitzroy north – 94 apt

the Warleigh, Brighton – 101 apt

448 Brighton, Brighton – 20 apt

sanctum, Brighton – 18 apt

the melbournian, melbourne – 80 apt 

sandyhill, sandringham – 130 apt

main drive, kew - 55 Homes

the Heath, Heatherton - 120 Homes

Waverley park, Glen Waverley - 150 Homes

Beacon cove, port melbourne - 50 apt

Williams Bay, Williams town - 53 Homes

merri Green, northcote - 28 apt & 20 Homes
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aNDREW Hall - Director

andrew had 25 years experience in sales and marketing 

being a former director of one of australia’s largest  

privately owned printing firms before embarking on his  

real estate career.

andrew spent 4 years as an integral part of the cBre 

residential projects team before partnering with matt and 

creating Bracken Hall. In that time he worked hand in hand 

with many of the largest developers in the land including  

lend lease and sp setia honing the skills necessary to provide 

exceptional service and expertise to our vendors.

He is passionate and committed to you, the client, ensuring 

every opportunity is maximised and each project is seen 

through to completion.

“coming from the print industry I have always been service 

driven. this has held me in good stead allowing me to 

connect with buyers whilst best serving our vendors. I firmly 

believe that my career outside of real estate provided a 

unique perspective and meant I was able to avoid the cliché 

elements often associated with real estate agency and project 

marketing. 

the most important aspect of our work is trust. We work 

hard to gain it from our clients and buyers and even harder to 

maintain it.”

CaREER PROjECT HIGHlIGHTS:

studio nine, richmond – three stages

toorak park, armadale – 450 apt

Willow, Brighton – 14 apt

35W, st kilda – 6 apt

parque, melbourne – 332 apt

Volaire, West melbourne – 90 apt

YOUR SENIOR TEaM FROM STaRT TO FINISH

Key Personnel
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ClaRE jOHNSTON - Partner

With 11 years’ experience in Project Marketing, including 

seven at CBRE Residential from the inception of the business 

followed by three at jellis Craig Projects, Clare has extensive 

experience in Site Selection, Floor Planning, Strategy, 

Marketing, advertising, Sales, Third Party Management  

and Operations.

clare is extremely well regarded in the industry and brings 

a wealth of knowledge and strategic insight to her role 

at Bracken Hall. Her impressive track record successfully 

marketing premium projects from high density in the cBd to 

luxury apartments in the suburbs and repeat business from 

her developer clients is evidence of this. clare’s experience 

working with some of australia and asia’s largest developers is 

extensive, from World class Global and Hiap Hoe in singapore, 

sp setia in malaysia to samuel property in melbourne to name 

a few. this level of experience brings a unique skill set and 

advantage to her clients.

creating and executing innovative sales and marketing 

strategies for off-the-plan projects is one of clare’s core 

strengths. Her ability to assess market trends and tailor 

campaigns accordingly whilst emphasising unique project 

attributes with the end purchaser in mind is critical to the 

success. this, coupled with her love for marketing, sales, and 

branding has seen her play a pivotal role in the success of 

multiple projects throughout her career to date.

YOUR SENIOR TEaM FROM STaRT TO FINISH

Key Personnel

CaREER PROjECT HIGHlIGHTS:

australia108, southbank – 1,105 apt

marina tower, docklands – 461 apt

parque, melbourne - 332 apt

the William, melbourne – 550 apt

448 Brighton, Brighton - 20 apt

Willow, Brighton - 14 apt

sydney street, prahran - 16 apt

adelle, armadale – 12 apt

pearl, doncaster – 172 apt

morton park, Blackburn – 22 apt 

epicure, kew – 8 apt
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BaRRIE QUIllIGaN - Partner

Barrie, a former Director in the Barry Plant Group, entered 

the industry with a single-minded drive and dedication to 

success. It’s this drive, coupled with business and industry 

experience, that has seen him rise through the ranks and 

become a highly respected, innovative professional with 

unrivalled expertise and insight within the digital sphere  

of the industry. 

Barrie brings energy, passion to the sales process and all types 

of buyers love dealing with him and trust him explicitly.

It’s Barrie’s in-depth understanding of the market, coupled 

with his passion for real estate that has seen him develop 

lasting relationships with developers and buyers alike over  

the past decade. Barrie’s enviable track record of selling 

projects off the plan has spanned from the east to the  

West from boutique developers to the likes of cbus property  

and salta property.

Bracken Hall is proud to have Barrie as a senior partner within 

the business and we see him as an integral part of the team in 

our growth moving forward.

 

CaREER PROjECT HIGHlIGHTS:

Volaire, West melbourne – 90 apt

249Qp, Fitzroy north – 92 apt

parkhouse, abbottsford – 220 apt

Farmer cutter & swan, richmond – 50 apt

eternity, West Footscray – 61 apt

mopo, moonee ponds – 126 apt

alexa, essendon – 95 apt

35 W, st. kilda – 16 apt

YOUR SENIOR TEaM FROM STaRT TO FINISH

Key Personnel
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From the first home buyer in northcote, to the 

elite downsizer in Brighton and to high density 

projects in the city, Bracken Hall know how to 

communicate, interact and sell to all segments  

of the market.

Footprint
Our Project

PARADE
NORTHCOTE

MERRI GREEN
NORTHCOTE

108 NORMANBY
NORTHCOTE

PARKHOUSE
ABBOTSFORD

AIR 
PENTRIDGE

UPPER
LYGON

THE
HUB

HAUS

YOU & I

249 QP
FITZROY NTH

ETERNITY
WEST FOOTSCRAY

CHERRY
LAKE

WILLIAMS
BAY

LIDO
ALTONA

MARINA TOWER
DOCKLANDS

THE WILLIAM
MELBOURNE

THE CARLSON
MELBOURNE

FAIRFIELD
APARTMENTS

VERDA

MAIN DRIVE
KEW

CANOPY
ELTHAM

PAKINGTON
HILL

STUDIO NINE
RICHMOND

GRAMERCY 
TERRACES

EPICURE
KEW

OVERTURE
KEW H HAWTHORN

BEACON
COVE

YARRA’S
EDGE

WRAP

THE 
MELBURNIAN

AUSTRALIA 108
SOUTHBANK

SY 21 SXY 2

FENWICK
KEW

SIERRA
HAWTHORN

RIVA
HAWTHORN MONTAINE

CROYDON

PARK
BOX HILL

IRVING DOMAIN
BOX HILL

MORTON PARK
BLACKBURN

THE
LUXTON

PARQUE

SYDNEY ST
PRAHRAN

EMPORIA
PRAHRAN

HEDGELEY HOUSE
GLEN IRIS

ADELLE
ARMADALE

ELEMENT
SANCTUM
BRIGHTON

WILLOW
BRIGHTON

5 RIPPON
GROVE

THE WARLEIGH
BRIGHTON

CASPIAN
HAMPTON

BLAIR FIELDS
BENTLEIGH

ASTOR
CLAYTON SOUTH

HUNTINGTON
CLAYTON SOUTH

SANDY HILL
APARTMENTS

THE HEATH

ARC
MENTONE

WAVERLEY
PARK

VOLAIRE
WEST MELBOURNE

ASSEMBLY
NTH MELBOURNE

MENTONE
BEACH

GLASS STREET
ESSENDON

THE WALTER
HADFIELD

ALEXA
ESSENDON

WINI & FRED
ESSENDON

BRASS EDITION
MOONEE PONDS

MOPO 
MOONEE PONDS

PENNY LANE 
MOONEE PONDS
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PROjECTS

project marketing 

specialists with

53 collective years 

experience.

aMPlIFIED MEDIa 

owned by Bracken Hall 

where every dollar spent is 

invested in advertising, not 

profits to a media company.

ESTaBlISHED aGENT 

NETWORk

strong relationships

with established local

agents who refer

buyers to Bracken Hall.

OUR ClIENTS lIST WITH  

US TIME aND TIME aGaIN

lend lease

cBus property

salta property

100% focus on your 
project. Senior Team 
from Appointment
to Settlement.

Ability to implement
National &  
International  
Strategies.

OUR ETHOS

Build relationships and

protect the project.

We simply don’t sell

the first 30%  and move on.

STRONG RElaTIONSHIPS

With International,

national and local  

third-party sales & 

migration agents.

Our points
of difference
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Past, Present & Sold Out Projects
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MOPO 
MOONEE PONDS

128 – apartments

product – 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 80m
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alEXa 
1048 MT ALEXANDER RD, ESSENDON

88 – apartments

product – 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 55m
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aSTER

CLAYTON SOUTH

49 – apartments

product – 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 31m
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HUNTINGTON 
CLAYTON SOUTH

17 – townhouses

product – 2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 11m
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GRaMERCY TERRaCES 
BENDIGO STREET, RICHMOND

30 – townhouses

product – 3 & 4 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 65m
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CaSPIaN HaMPTON 
43 CRISP STREET, HAMPTON

18 – luxury apartments

product – 2,3 & 4 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 35m
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BRaSS EDITION 
144 PASCOE VALE RD, MOONEE PONDS

22 – apartments

product – 2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 18m
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GlaSS STREET 
116 GLASS STREET, ESSENDON

18 – townhouses

product – 3 & 4 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 25m
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VOlaIRE 
9 DRYBURGH ST, WEST MELB

152 – apartments

product – 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 92m
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TOORak PaRk 
590 ORRONG RD, ARMADALE

450 – apartments & townhouses

product – 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – $700m
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35W 
35 WELLINGTON ST, ST KILDA

16 – apartments

product – 2 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 15m
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THE WaRlEIGH 
ADDRESS

101 – apartments & 10 townhouses

product – 2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 90m
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5 RIPPON 
5 RIPPON GROVE, BRIGHTON

7 – townhouses

product – 3 & 4 Bedroomsee

Gross revenue – 14.5m
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MERRI GREEN 
200 BEAVERS RD, NORTHCOTE

28 – apartments & 20 townhouses

product – 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 42m
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FaRMER, CUTTER & SWaN 
429 SWAN STREET, RICHMOND

50 – apartments

product – 1,2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 36m
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STUDIO 9 
BENDIGO STREET, RICHMOND

apartments (inc. Heritage) & townhouses

product – 2,3 & 4 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 143m

SaNCTUM 
4 DUDLEY STREET, BRIGHTON

18 – luxury apartments

product – 2 & 3 Bedrooms

Gross revenue – 24m



BRACKENHALL.COM.AU


